Power and robustness of three whole genome association mapping approaches in selected populations.
Selection is known to influence the linkage disequilibrium (LD) pattern in livestock populations. Spurious LD may lead to a higher number of false-positive signals in whole genome association mapping experiments. We compared three approaches for whole genome association mapping in a simulation study: single marker regression (SMR), a two-step approach, which analyses residuals corrected for family effects with an SMR (GRAMMAR), and a combined linkage and LD approach, which applies the quantitative transmission disequilibrium test to the Mendelian sampling term (MTDT). Three different scenarios were simulated: idealized random mating, limited number of parents and directional selection. The number of false-positive associations increased when the number of parents was limited. Mapping accuracy was the worst in the scenario with directional selection for all approaches. As SMR produced a high number of false-positive signals in small populations, results of whole genome scans in livestock analysed with SMR should be considered with caution. GRAMMAR was the most accurate approach, but also the least powerful one. The Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold seemed to be too stringent for this approach. Results obtained with MTDT changed only slightly with selected populations. MTDT combined sufficient power with a manageable number of false-positive associations in all scenarios.